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Abstract 

 

The recrystallization of copper sulphate from aqueous solution represents an important unit 

operation in copper mining and recovery and there is significant current interest, on 

environmental grounds, to the use of sea water as an alternative solution. Hence, the effect 

of sodium chloride on the shape, size, composition and growth kinetics of copper sulphate 

pentahydrate crystals is assessed and compared with results in freshwater in order to 

understand the effect of the principal ions present in brine (Na+ and Cl-) on the crystallisation 

process. The cooling rate and sodium chloride concentration are observed to have an effect 

in the crystal shape and size of the copper sulphate crystals albeit the purity of crystals is not 

significantly affected by the sodium chloride concentration used. Analysis of the crystal 

growth kinetics of copper sulphate in the supersaturation range from 0.682 to 0.787, and from 

0.348 to 0.458 in aqueous and brine solvent, respectively, reveals a significant dependence 
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on the growth environment, in which the growth of the {1-10} and {1-1-1} faces of crystals 

grown in aqueous solutions is consistent with the power law and BCF mechanisms (迎態 of 

99.5% and 96%, respectively). In contrast for crystals grown in brine the results suggest that 

both the {1-10} and {1-1-1} faces grow via the BCF mechanism (迎態 of 99.5% and 96%, 

respectively). This difference in the face-specific growth mechanisms, in the different 

crystallisation media, is evidenced in the crystal shape revealing slightly more elongated 

crystals in aqueous solutions. 

 

Keywords: A1. Copper sulphate, A2. Sodium Chloride, B1. Crystal Growth Kinetics 

Mechanism, C1. Industrial Crystallisation 
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1. Introduction 

 

Copper sulphate pentahydrate is an important industrial compound related to copper mining 

due to its wide range of commercial uses [1-3]. In Chile, some mining companies crystallise 

this salt from hydrometallurgical processes using freshwater, where copper is obtained from 

ores containing oxidised copper minerals [4]. However, in order to be able to minimize the 

use of freshwater in the crystallisation process, seawater is now being increasingly used for 

the crystallisation of copper sulphate pentahydrate and thus the impact of this needs to be 

assessed [5]. 

 

Copper sulphate pentahydrate (CuSO4·5H2O), also referred to as bluestone and blue vitriol, 

is found in nature as the mineral chalcanthite [3]. It belongs to the triclinic crystal system 

crystallising in space group P1 with unit-cell parameters: a = 6.1224 (4) Å; b = 10.7223 (4) 

Å; c = 5.9681 Å; g = 82.35 (2)°; く = 107.33 (2)°; け = 102.60 (4)°; V = 364.02 (3) Å3; Z = 2; 

D = 2.278 g/cm3. Figure 1 shows the crystal habit of copper sulphate pentahydrate crystals 

which is a combination of pinacoids [6]. 

 
Figure 1. Habit of CuSO4·5H2O crystal [6]. 
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Copper sulphate pentahydrate crystallisation studies using freshwater have been carried out 

by several authors: Ishii and Fujita [7], examined the stability of copper sulphate aqueous 

solutions at the first supersaturation concentration, in a batchwise stirred reactor, using 

different temperatures and stirring rates. Zumstein and Rosseau [8] focused their work on the 

agglomerate formation during the batch and continuous copper sulphate crystallisation. 

Giulietti et al. [1, 9, 10], characterized the copper sulphate pentahydrate crystallisation from 

batch cooling experiments and studied the effect of additives on the crystallisation process. 

Manomenova et al. [6] developed a technique for growing large single crystals for application 

as optical filters, analysing the transmission spectra, their associated impurities, thermal 

stability and crystal structure. 

 

However, little information is available in the literature regarding the effect of seawater as a 

recrystallisation solvent upon the resultant physical chemical processes of the copper 

sulphate crystals [11-14]. Some of these studies have represented the solid-liquid equilibrium 

of copper sulphate-sulphuric acid-seawater systems by means of a methodology that uses the 

Pitzer and the Born model [15-16] to quantify the relative impact of copper sulphate and 

sulphuric acid, respectively, on the phase diagram.  

 

The impact of sodium chloride on crystallisation processes in general has been studied 

previously: Brandse et al. [17], studied the effect of NaCl on the growth kinetics of calcium 

sulphate dehydrate and Sheikholeslami and Ong [18] examined the salinity effect on the 

CaCO3 and CaSO4 crystallisation, where different NaCl concentrations were used to study 

the crystal structure and size, amongst others.  
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The growth rate of each crystallographically unique crystal form {hkl} is different depending 

on growth environmental factors such as supersaturation, temperature, solvents, and 

impurities. The most common methods for the measurement of the growth rate of crystals 

[19] are the measurement of the linear growth rate on specific faces of a single crystal or by 

estimating an overall linear growth rate from the mass deposition rates on the bulk mass of a 

large number of crystals. The single crystal measurement method avoids the impact of other 

heterogeneous physical phenomena such as the collision of crystals with other objects, e.g. 

the wall of the vessel or other crystals that may have an effect on the overall growth kinetics 

[20]. Previous studies have been carried out on a number of ionic compounds including the 

measurement of the growth rates of ammonium and potassium dihydrogen phosphate crystal 

faces under controlled conditions of temperature, supersaturation, and solution velocity [21]; 

Davey and Mullin [22] studied the effect of ionic species on the growth kinetics and impurity 

incorporation for the {101} and {100} faces of ammonium dihydrogen phosphate single 

crystals; Sweegers et al. [23] used in-situ optical microscopy to measure the growth rates of  

individual {001}, {110}, and {100} faces for different types of gibbsite crystals as a function 

of the driving force; Suharso [24] reported the growth mechanism for sodium borate 

tetrahydrate (borax) single crystals for the {111} habit planes at various relative 

supersaturations using in situ optical microscopy.  

 

Given the lack of detailed studies on the growth kinetics of copper sulphate pentahydrate, it 

is the aim of this study to deliver fundamental information on the morphology and crystal 

growth kinetics of copper sulphate pentahydrate as a function of the solution environment 

(aqueous or brine solvents). These experimental data were collected using a methodology 

previously developed for the analysis of Ibuprofen single crystal growth [25], while the 
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subsequent analysis of crystal growth kinetics was carried out using models which consider 

the effect in series of mass transfer and integration of growth units to the crystal surface 

derived elsewhere [26,27].  

 

Critically this work seeks to understand the effect of the principal ions from seawater in the 

overall crystallisation process. This knowledge will allow us to obtain valuable information 

that could be useful in the design of the copper sulphate crystallisation process using 

seawater. In all the experiments, a sodium chloride concentration of 2.4 wt % was used in 

order to simulate the natural seawater system reported by Hernández et al. [11] and Justel et 

al. [12]. The analysis comprises the cooling crystallisation experiments to visualize changes 

in the crystals size and shape in each media, followed by the assessment of crystals’ single 

faces growth kinetics for the determination of the growth mechanisms in different media. 

  

2. Materials and Methods  

 

2.1 Materials 

 

The reagents used in this work were of analytical grade: Copper sulphate pentahydrate, 

Merck, 99%; sodium chloride, Merck, 99.5%, and distilled deionized water (0.054 航鯨 ゲ潔兼貸怠). No further purification of these materials was carried out. 
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2.2 Equipment and experimental procedure  

 

2.2.1 Crystallisation experiments 

 

Crystallisation experiments were carried out using the Technobis Crystalline® system (see: 

https://www.crystallizationsystems.com/Crystalline). This facilitates 8 parallel reactors and 

can hold up to 8 standard disposable glass vials (O 16.6 mm, flat bottomed, 8 mL). Each 

reactor can be independently loaded, programmed, and operated. The temperature range can 

be varied from -15 to 150 °C and stirring rates between 0 to 1250 rpm are available using 

magnetic and/or overhead agitators. This platform provides an inlet for a dry purge gas 

(typically nitrogen) to prevent condensation on the reactor blocks and electronics. This 

system incorporates high quality digital video imaging system for each reactor. These can be 

synchronised with the turbidity measurements and temperature profile of each independent 

rector. Data was collected using “particle viewer” mode through which both the reactor 

temperature and on-line particle image data was recorded.  

In-situ batch cooling crystallisation experiments were performed for copper sulphate 

solutions at the concentration of 29.52 wt %, in absence and in presence of 2.4 wt % of sodium 

chloride, to visualize the crystallisation at an early stage. The solutions were subject to 

heating and cooling cycles, with each cycle initiated by heating the solutions up to 70°C 

where they were held for an hour to ensure complete homogenization and then cooled to 0°C 

where they were also held for an hour to allow equilibration. This temperature profile was 

applied using four different cooling rates 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, and 0.3 °C/min for both the CuSO4 + 

H2O and CuSO4 + NaCl + H2O systems. 
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Images were obtained every five seconds and analysed using the Process Image Analysis 

Expert software [28] in order to assess the crystallisation and dissolution temperatures, 

crystals shapes, and particle size distributions. At each rate the temperature cycle was 

repeated three times to obtain average values for the crystallisation and dissolution 

temperatures 劇頂追槻鎚痛 and 劇鳥沈鎚鎚. 

 

The copper sulphate system  was not readily amenable to analysis via turbidometric methods 

due to the intense blue colour of the saturated crystallising solution [29] and hence, the 

determination of the metastable zone width (MSZW) [30-32] was performed using the 

particle viewer mode. In this, the crystallisation and dissolution temperatures were visually 

estimated based upon the points where the crystals appeared and disappeared, respectively 

(crystallisation and dissolution temperatures of the CuSO4 + H2O and CuSO4 + NaCl + H2O 

systems at different cooling rates are shown in Section S1 of the Supplementary Information 

(S.I.)). The resulting crystals obtained at the different cooling rates, were filtered and dried 

for further solid analysis (a detailed analysis of the solid-state characterisation is shown in 

Section S2 of the S.I.). 

 

2.2.2 Crystal growth measurements by in-situ microscopy  

 

In-situ crystal growth studies were carried out using an experimental set-up comprising an 

optical microscope (Olympus BX51) operated in Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) 

mode, which was integrated with a QImaging/QICAM camera which captured crystal images 

as a function of time. The images were then analysed using the QCapture Pro software (see: 
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http://www.qimaging.com/products/software/qcappro7.php). The associated growth cell 

comprised a simple temperature-controlled rectangular tank (10 x 12 cm, depth 1.5 cm) 

sealed with two removable rectangular glass plates. The solution was secured within a 0.5 ml 

sealed UV glass cuvette with a path length of 1 mm which was placed within the cell as close 

to the objective lens of the microscope as feasible. The temperature within the cell controlled 

using a Huber Ministat 125 circulating water bath that circulates water through the growth 

cell. The crystal growth system is shown in Figure 2. 

      
Figure 2. Experimental set up for crystal growth rates measurements. (a) Olympus BX51 optical DIC 
microscope integrated with QImaging/QICAM camera. (b) Picture of the crystal growth cell. 

 

Crystal growth experiments were performed for copper sulphate solutions (29.52 wt %) in 

two different media: H2O and 2.4 wt % NaCl, where copper sulphate solutions were heated 

up to 70 °C to completely dissolve all crystals, after which the solutions were cooled down 

to a constant temperature of 23, 22, 21, 20 and 19 °C for the CuSO4 + H2O system, and 39, 

37, 36, 35, 33 °C for CuSO4 + NaCl + H2O system, respectively, in order to achieve a specific 

supersaturation level. For each system, five different supersaturations were used.  

The supersaturation for crystallisation was generated by decreasing the solution temperature 

from the equilibrium temperature 岫劇勅岻 by circulating water through the cell until the targeted 

http://www.qimaging.com/products/software/qcappro7.php
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temperature had been established. The relative solution supersaturation (購岻 at each 

temperature is calculated using equation (1). 

 購 噺 掴掴賑 伐 な  (1) 

 

Where 捲 is the solution concentration, and 捲勅 is the molar fraction of the solute in the solution 

at equilibrium. Solubility data of copper sulphate in freshwater at different temperatures were 

obtained from the literature [33]. Experimental solubility data of copper sulphate with 2.4 wt 

% of sodium chloride at different temperatures along with the determination of activity 

coefficients for the assessment of ion interactions of copper sulphate in aqueous solutions 

and brine using the Pitzer model [14, 34-38] are shown in the Section 3 of the S.M. 

 

The crystal morphology and growth of the observed crystals were assessed by recording 

images every five seconds. The growth rates of the individual faces 岫罫岻 were estimated by 

following the increase with time of the perpendicular distance from the centre of the projected 

two dimensional crystal to the faces (Figure 3). The central point of the crystals was 

determined as the intersection points of lines connecting the crystal’s corners as defined by 

the two most important habit faces. For each face, eleven measurements of the normal 

distance increase were recorded, and each experiment was performed in duplicate.  
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Figure 3. Example of measurement from the centre of the copper sulphate crystal to the faces. The distances 
are obtained by drawing a perpendicular line to each face from the centre of the crystal using QCapture Pro 
software. 
 
 

 

2.2.3 Assessment of face-specific growth kinetics 

 

The crystal growth mechanism was investigated by fitting 罫岫購岻 dependence to models 

representing different interfacial crystal growth mechanisms [27],  these models correspond 

to the Power law [39], the Birth & Spread (B&S) and Burton-Cabrera-Frank (BCF) models 

[40], and are given by the expressions (2), (3) and (4) respectively. A value of 堅 噺 な in 

expression (6) corresponds to the case of Rough Interface Growth (RIG) [41].  

 罫 岾陳鎚 峇 噺 怠迭入謎畷┉ 袋 迭入奈岫配岻認貼迭 購  (2) 

罫 岾陳鎚 峇 噺 怠迭入謎畷┉ 袋 迭入奈 岫配岻貼迭【展刀灯東 岾豚迭配 峇 岫購岻  (3) 

罫 岾陳鎚 峇 噺 怠迭入謎畷┉ 袋 迭入奈岫配岻禰尼韮廿磐豚鉄配 卑 岫購岻  (4) 
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Where 倦弔 is the growth rate constant, 堅 is the growth exponent in the RIG interface growth 

kinetic model, and 畦怠 and 畦態 are thermodynamic parameters in the B&S and BCF interface 

growth kinetic models, respectively. 倦暢脹嫗  is related to the coefficient of mass transfer within 

the bulk of the solution, 倦暢脹 through expression (5). 

 倦暢脹嫗 岾陳鎚 峇 噺 賃謎畷寵賑 暢調濡 諦濡  (5) 

In this expression 貢鎚 is the solute density, 警激鎚 the solute molecular weight and 系勅 the 

solubility.  

In the expressions (2) to (4), the denominators represent the total resistance to transfer of 

growth units, which are given by the sum of the resistance to mass transfer within the bulk 

of the solution, and the resistance to incorporation of growth units at the crystal/solution 

interface. 

In the present work, the growth kinetics of the single faces of copper sulphate pentahydrate 

crystals was investigated under limited conditions, as a function of media (H2O and 2.4 wt % 

NaCl), and relative supersaturations, from 0.682 to 0.787 for CuSO4 + H2O and from 0.348 

to 0.458 for CuSO4 + NaCl + H2O systems.  

 

2.2.4 Indexing the crystal morphology 

 

In order to confirm the Miller indices corresponding to the copper sulphate pentahydrate 

faces, an assessment was carried out making use of a methodology presented by Camacho et 

al. [26], which uses modelling routines available in Mercury 3.1. 

(http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/Solutions/CSDSystem/Pages/Mercury.aspx) and HABIT [42]. 

http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/Solutions/CSDSystem/Pages/Mercury.aspx
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This methodology relies on the prediction of the Bravais-Friedel-Donnay-Harker (BFDH) 

morphology using the known triclinic unit cell parameters for copper sulphate pentahydrate 

as given by the cif file reported by Beevers [43]. The BFDH approach relates the external 

shape of a crystal to the internal crystallographic lattice dimensions and symmetry and states 

that: “After allowing for the reduction of the growth slide thickness from space group 

symmetry considerations, the most morphologically important forms {hkl}, and hence those 

with the lowest growth rates, are those having the greatest inter-planar distance dhkl” [44]. 

 

Using the BFDH approach, dhkl  spacings can be taken as being inversely proportional to the 

perpendicular distance from the centre of the crystals to the corresponding face, which in 

turn can be considered as a measure of the relative growth rate for the simulation of the 

crystal morphology [26].  

The crystal morphology was indexed by comparing the experimental morphology with 

predictions using the BFDH methodology. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 On-line visualization and particle size analysis of copper sulphate crystals at 

different cooling rates 

 

Figures 4 and 5, show the sequence of images of the crystallisation process as measured at 

four different cooling rates (from 2 to 0.3 °C/min) in two different media H2O and 2.4 wt % 

NaCl. 
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                                             System: CuSO4 + H2O 
Cooling rate: 2 °C/min 

    
Cooling rate: 1 °C/min 

    
Cooling rate: 0.5 °C/min 

    
Cooling rate: 0.3 °C/min 

    
Figure 4. Sequence of pictures of copper sulphate crystals in H2O at different cooling rates. 
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                            System: CuSO4 + NaCl + H2O 
Cooling rate: 2 °C/min 

    
Cooling rate: 1 °C/min 

    
Cooling rate: 0.5 °C/min 

    
Cooling rate: 0.3 °C/min 

    
Figure 5. Sequence of pictures of copper sulphate crystals in brine at different cooling rates. 

 

The data reveal that both the cooling rate and the sodium chloride content had a significant 

effect in the crystal shape, where at high cooling rates (2 and 1 °C/min) in absence of sodium 

chloride, copper sulphate crystals were observed to have a needle-like shape. However, at 
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the slower cooling rates (0.5 and 0.3 °C/min), the crystals were observed to be much more 

prismatic. On the other hand, when 2.4 wt % NaCl is present in the solution, crystals were 

also found also to be prismatic at the higher cooling rates and to maintain their shape as the 

cooling rate decreased. 

 

The size range of copper sulphate crystals obtained in H2O and 2.4 wt % NaCl media, at four 

different cooling rates for three different size ranges: <100 µm, <200 µm, and <300 µm, is 

shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Percentage copper sulphate crystals in three different size ranges at different cooling rates. 

System Size range 
2 °C/min         

(%) 
1 °C/min         

(%) 
0.5 °C/min        

(%) 
0.3 °C/min       

(%) 

CuSO4 + H2O 
<100 µm 97.79 96.40 95.96 95.07 
<200 µm 2.06 3.34 3.40 4.22 
<300 µm 0.21 0.26 0.64 0.71 

CuSO4 + NaCl + 
H2O 

<100 µm 96.03 94.56 95.08 93.15 
<200 µm 3.53 4.67 4.14 6.09 
<300 µm 0.44 0.77 0.78 0.76 

 

Table 1 shows that there is a slight effect in the particle size when sodium chloride is present 

in the solution. In both systems, most of the particles are in the size range of <100 µm, and 

as the cooling rate decreases (from 2 to 0.3 °C/min), the presence of crystals in the ranges of 

< 200 and < 300 µm increases. Likewise, when copper sulphate is crystallised in brine, the 

percentage of particles in the higher ranges is slightly higher. Similar results have been 

obtained by Sheikholeslami and Ong [18] where the crystal structure and size of CaSO4 and 

CaCO3 crystals at different NaCl concentrations were studied, and was noted that as the NaCl 

is increased, the size of calcium sulphate and calcium carbonate increased. The larger crystal 
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sizes observed for the copper sulphate crystals grown in brine (Table 1) are further discussed 

with respect to the crystal growth kinetics in section (3.3). 

 

3.2 Indexation of the crystal morphology of copper sulphate pentahydrate  

 

Results from crystallisation experiments, thermal assays (TGA/DSC), and chemical analyses 

showed that coper sulphate crystals obtained in both H2O and brine were found to have the 

same morphology and structure. The only significant differences between these crystals 

grown in different media was found to be the aspect ratio, which was higher for the crystals 

grown in pure aqueous solutions. 

  

Due to this, the validation of the crystals faces indexation for copper sulphate pentahydrate 

grown in both media was carried out, based on the analysis from Beevers [43], as shown in 

Figure 6. This information was complemented with enlarged pictures of crystals obtained 

from the crystallisation data from both aqueous and brine solutions from the in process image 

data. 

a) b) c) 

   
Figure 6. a) Prediction of the BFDH morphology of copper sulphate pentahydrate crystals using the Miller 
indices in the obtained unique solutions and comparison with the crystal micrograph obtained experimentally 
[45]. b) and c) Enlarged pictures of copper sulphate pentahydrate crystals obtained in aqueous solutions and 
brine, respectively, from Avantium Crystalline® system. 
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Using the methodology described in section (2.2.2), the morphological analysis revealed that 

the dominant faces of the copper sulphate crystal studied in this work were {1-10} and {1-1-

1}, this indexation will be used through the paper to identify the faces in the growth kinetic 

analysis. The analysis was performed making use of the Visual Habit Tool Kit currently 

under development [45].  

 

3.3 Mean growth rates and growth rates mechanism of the {1-10} and {1-1-1} faces of 

copper sulphate pentahydrate crystals as a function of the growth environment 

 

A sequence of images of copper sulphate pentahydrate crystals grown in a 0.5 mL cuvette 

crystallisation cell in H2O and 2.4 wt % NaCl is shown in Figure 7. The mean growth rates 

of the {1-10} and {1-1-1} faces of single crystals growing from H2O and brine are presented 

in Table 2. The complete set of images of the crystal growth experiments is given in Section 

S4 in the SI. 
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System ı Time = 0 sec. Time = 25 sec. Time = 60 sec. 

a) CuSO4 + 
H2O 

0.682 

   

0.787 

   

b) CuSO4 +  
NaCl + 

H2O 

0.348 

   
 
 

0.458 

   
Figure 7. Series of optical micrographs of copper sulphate crystals grown in: a) H2O at j = 0.682 and j = 0.787, 
and b) 2.4 wt % NaCl  at j = 0.348 and j = 0.458 at the 0.5 ml scale size showing the growth of the crystals 
and their morphology as a function of media, elapsed time, and supersaturation. Black line in the picture 
represents the scale bar of 100 µm. t = 0 corresponds to the moment at which the photographs of the crystals 
started to be taken. This was defined as the moment in which a crystal of appropriate size was observed, to 
perform accurate measurements of the crystals’ growth rates. 

 
 
Table 2. Experimental mean growth rates of {1-10} and {1-1-1} faces of copper sulphate pentahydrate crystals 
growing from H2O and 2.4 wt % NaCl media. 

Solvent j 
Number 

of crystals 
Mean growth rate 罫 岫航兼【嫌結潔岻 

{1-10} {1-1-1}  

H2O 

0.682 2 0.5389 0.5202 
0.708 2 0.5596 0.6124 
0.733 2 0.5855 0.6607 
0.759 2 0.5805 0.7409 
0.787 2 0.6028 0.8040 

NaCl +H2O 

0.348 2 0.3115 0.7246 
0.383 2 0.4389 0.8555 
0.402 2 0.5026 0.9012 
0.420 2 0.5443 1.0702 
0.458 2 0.6621 1.3029 
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To evaluate the crystal growth mechanisms, the models described by equations (2) to (4) 

were fitted to the data collected for the {1-10} and {1-1-1} faces (Table 2). Given that the 

experimental 罫岫購岻 observations showed that there is a critical supersaturation 岫購頂追沈痛岻 below 

which growth does not occur (Figures 8 and 9), this parameter was introduced within the 

models by subtracting it from the term 購. In the present work, the quality of regression was 

measured by the coefficient of determination R2, where the fitting is considered reliable if 

the value of adjusted R2 is found to be close to 100%. 

 

Figures 8 and 9 show the best fits of these growth models to both the {1-10} and {1-1-1} 

faces for copper sulphate pentahydrate in H2O and brine, respectively. Additionally, they also 

present the trend of the total resistance to transfer of growth units 岾 怠懲謎畷捺畷峇 as a function of 

driving force 岫ッ系 噺 系 伐 系勅岻, using the bulk and interface transfer coefficients obtained from 

the experimental data fitting. 
怠懲謎畷捺畷 is defined by the denominator of the 罫岫購岻 expressions 

given by the corresponding mechanistic model assessed.  

 

Table 3 shows the obtained parameters for the growth models that best fit the experimental 

data, and the corresponding R2 values  for both {1-10} and {1-1-1} faces. Here, when 

more than one model fitted well to the experimental data the corresponding modelled 

parameters are all given. In addition to this, an estimation of both the resistance to transfer 

within the bulk and that at the interface are given in Table 3 using average values of 購 and 系勅within the range of study.  

The fitting to the experimental data of all the mechanistic models including: power law, B&S 

and BCF is given in Section S5 of the S.I.  
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a) 

 

b) 

 
Figure 8. Copper sulphate crystals growing from H2O media. For each set of four plots, a) 罫岫購岻 experimental 
data fitted to the Power law and BCF models; b) trend of the total resistance to mass transfer as a function of ッ系 using the parameters obtained from the data fitting to these models. The dotted red line shows the trend of 
the ratio of the resistance to mass transfer in the bulk to the total resistance. Left (ヰ) refers to the {1-10} and 
right (ﾐ) to the {1-1-1} faces respectively. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 
Figure 9. Copper sulphate crystals growing from 2.4 wt % NaCl media. For each set of four plots, a) 罫岫購岻 
experimental data fitted to the BCF model; b) trend of the total resistance to mass transfer as a function of ッ系 
using the parameters obtained from the data fitting to these models. The dotted red line shows the trend of the 
ratio of the resistance to mass transfer in the bulk to the total resistance. Left (ヰ) refers to the {1-10} and right 
(ﾐ) to the {1-1-1} faces, respectively. 
 

Figures 8 and 9 show that regardless the media in where the copper sulphate pentahydrate 

crystal were grown, as expected, when the driving force increases (supersaturation) the 

crystal growth rate increases for both crystal faces. However, depending on the kinetic 

mechanism associated to each of the faces, the degree of change on the growth rate related 

to the supersaturation will vary. In addition to this is clear from these Figures that the growth 

rate of the {1-1-1} face is always higher than that of the {1-10}, which results in elongated 

crystals on the direction of the {1-1-1} face. 
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For crystals grown in pure aqueous solutions, the results suggest that for the {1-10} face, the 

best fitting to the experimental data was obtained for the power law model for which a R2 

value of 90% was obtained, delivering a 購頂追沈痛 value of 0.003. These results imply that the 

growth in this case occurs continuously, practically at any supersaturation level. On the other 

hand, for the {1-1-1} face, the best fitting to the experimental data was obtained for the BCF 

mechanistic model. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that for the fitting through the 

power law a value of 1.09 was obtained for the parameter r. At high supersaturation levels, 

such as those used in this analysis, a value of r equal to one is correlated with the BCF 

mechanism [46].  

 

For crystals grown in brine, the best fitting to the experimental data was obtained for the BCF 

mechanistic model for both the {1-10} and {1-1-1} faces. Similarly to the case of 

crystallisation from aqueous solutions, the r values obtained through the fitting of the data to 

a power law delivered 0.99 and 1.03 respectively for the parameter r, which supports the case 

for growth though the BCF mechanism [46].  
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Table 3. Crystal growth kinetics parameters obtained from the best fit of the models given by the equations (6) 
and (8) to the experimental 罫岫購岻 data. 

  CuSO4 + H2O CuSO4 + NaCl + H2O 

 Range j studied 0.682 to 0.787 0.348 to 0.458 

Fitting 
model 

Range of ッ系 噺 岫系 伐 系勅岻 studied 
760.8 to 819.1 500.1 to 600.9 

Power law 
Equation 

(6) 

Faces {1-10} {1-1-1}  {1-10} {1-1-1}  な倦暢脹┉  6.40E+11 3.31E+11 4.74E+10 4.75E+10 倦暢脹 岾兼嫌 峇 1.75E-11 3.38E-11 1.83E-10 1.82E-10 倦弔 岾兼嫌 峇 1.33E+00 2.29E+01 3.66E-12 7.48E-12 な倦弔岫購 伐 購頂追沈痛岻追貸怠 6.34E-01 4.92E-02 2.72E+11 1.41E+11 購頂追沈痛 0.003 0.480 0.245 0.219 堅 0.45 1.09 0.9983 1.0331 迎態 90% 99% 99% 96% 

BCF 
Equation 

(8) 

な倦暢脹┉   3.75E+11 1.86E+11 1.87E+11 倦暢脹 岾兼嫌 峇  2.98E-11 4.65E-11 4.63E-11 倦弔 岾兼嫌 峇  7.68E+02 2.27E-10 2.70E-09 な倦弔岫購 伐 購頂追沈痛岻建欠券月 磐 畦態岫購 伐 購頂追沈痛岻卑  5.13E-03 1.32E+11 
 

7.19E+08 購頂追沈痛  0.480 0.245 0.219 畦態  9.507 0.034 47.660 迎態  99% 99.5% 96% 
Rate 

limiting 
step 

 
Diffusion of growth units 

within the bulk of the 
solution 

Diffusion of growth units 
within the bulk of the 

solution 
 

Whilst the amount of experimental data collected is probably not enough to accurately 

determine the values of 倦暢脹 and 倦弔 the fitting of the models presented to these data, can 

deliver relevant mechanistic information through the comparison between the resistance to 

mass transfer within the bulk of the solution and that of the resistance to incorporation of 

growth units at the crystal/solution interface.  

 

For the case of aqueous solutions, it was found that for both the {1-10} and {1-1-1} faces the 

resistance to mass transfer is twelve and fourteen orders of magnitude higher, respectively, 
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than the resistance to incorporation of growth units at the interface. This means that the 

diffusion of growth units within the bulk of the solution is the rate limiting step. This 

conclusion is also supported by Figure 8b which shows that the resistance to mass transfer is 

between 49.3% and 51.3% of the total resistance to growth for the {1-10} face, and between 

98.3 and 98.9% for the {1-1-1} face. In addition to this, the growth rate pre-exponential term 倦弔 is two orders of magnitude higher for the {1-1-1} face. Thus the molecular integration to 

this face is higher which explains that these crystals have a more elongated habit in this 

direction at the studied supersaturation range. 

 

For crystals grown in brine, the resistance to mass transfer is of equal order of magnitude to 

that at the interface for the {1-10} face while for the {1-1-1} face, is three orders of 

magnitude higher. This suggests that the latter face will grow the fastest, as there is higher 

speed of molecular integration to this face which results in slightly elongated crystals 

perpendicular to this direction. Similarly, to the case of growth from aqueous solutions the 

resistance to mass transfer is between 57.7% and 58.4% of the total resistance to growth for 

the {1-10} face, and between 98.5 and 99.2% for the {1-1-1} face confirming that in all cases 

the transfer of growth units within the bulk of the solution is the rate limiting step.  

 

The results obtained from the growth kinetic analysis are in agreement with those results 

shown in Figure 7, where it is observed that at high and low supersaturations, crystals grown 

in H2O media are slightly more elongated than those in brine.  These results could reflect the 

different surface chemistry of the habit faces and hence the different interface kinetic 

mechanisms that might govern the growth of each face in the case of H2O media. However, 

in brine the growth might be ruled by the presence of screw dislocations in both faces in 
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agreement with a BCF mechanistic model. In additon, a comparison of the 倦弔 values reveals 

that they are higher in H2O media while differing between the two faces by two orders of 

magnitude in the case of H2O media compared to just one order of magnitude in the case of 

brine. This, makes the integration of growth units a slower and more balanced process in the 

latter case delivering more prismatic crystals.  

 

With the aim of comparing the influence of the sodium chloride on the growth rates of {1-

10} and {1-1-1} faces, an extrapolation of the growth rate data was performed using 

Equations (2) and (4), and the results are shown in Figure 10. 

 

                                           a) b) 

 
Figure 10. Sodium chloride effect in the a) {1-10} and b) {1-1-1} crystal faces of copper sulphate pentahydrate. 
Extrapolated data are given by the black and dotted lines representing the best fit of the data through the Power 
law and BCF models, respectively.  

  

This comparison suggests that for both the {1-10} and {1-1-1} faces, the growth rates in 

brine are generally higher than in H2O media which is in agreement with previous studies on 

the growth kinetics of related compounds, such as gypsum growing from H2O and NaCl 

(Brandse et al. [17]), which have shown that the addition of sodium chloride accelerates the 

growth rates remarkably.  
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Summarizing, the increment in size of copper sulphate crystals when sodium chloride is 

present in the solution is mainly attributed to the higher growth rate of the crystal faces when 

crystals are grown in brine.  

 

4. Conclusions 

 

The influence of solution cooling rate and sodium chloride addition on the crystal 

morphology, size, composition, and growth rates of copper sulphate pentahydrate crystals 

has been examined in order to evaluate the impact on crystal form, of using seawater as an 

alternative to pure water, for the industrial process associated with copper sulphate 

pentahydrate crystallisation.  

 

Higher cooling rates and/or the addition of sodium chloride were found to have a relevant 

effect in the shape of copper sulphate pentahydrate crystals, where the habit was found to 

change from an acicular shape, when crystals are in pure aqueous media, to prismatic crystals 

in the presence of NaCl. The percentage of particles in higher size ranges was slightly 

increased in brine. 

 

In general, this study suggests that crystals grown in brine are larger compared to those grown 

in pure aqueous solutions. This behaviour can be mainly attributed to differences in the 

growth kinetics due to the presence of NaCl, which can even induce a mechanistic change 

particularly in the case of the {1-10} face, where a change in the growth mechanism is 

observed. In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the effect of NaCl in the crystallisation 

of copper sulphate pentahydrate, it would be interesting to use molecular and synthonic 
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modelling techniques [45] to carry out a chemical interaction analysis between the solution 

species and the specific habit faces of the crystals.  
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List of Symbols 

糠   Constant of the Pitzer model 畦叶 Debye-Huckel constant for the osmotic coefficients in the Pitzer model 畦怠 Growth parameter in B&S model 畦態 Growth parameter in the BCF model  決   Constant of the Pitzer model 紅岫待岻┸ 紅岫怠岻┸ 紅岫態岻┸ 系叶    Solute-specific interaction parameters of the Pitzer model 決 Dimensionless thermodynamic parameter 系勅 Equilibrium concentration 岫兼貸戴岻 穴朕賃鎮 Inter-planar distances within morphological 岫月倦健岻  forms 

血廷┸ 稽廷┸ 系廷  Ion-interaction parameters of the Pitzer model 罫 Single face growth rate  岫兼 嫌貸怠岻 

荊  Ionic strength 

倦弔 Growth rate constant 岾m岫 迭尿岻嫌貸怠峇 倦暢脹 Mass transfer coefficient 岫兼 嫌貸怠岻 

兼   Molality 堅 Growth exponent 劇 Solution temperature 岫計岻 劇頂追槻鎚痛 Crystallisation temperature 岫計岻 劇鳥沈鎚鎚 Equilibrium dissolution temperature 岫計岻 捲 Mole fraction of solute in solution  
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 捲勅 Equilibrium mole fraction 購  Relative supersaturation 購頂追沈痛 Critical relative supersaturation 紘罰  Activity coefficient 貢  Density  

 

List of Abbreviations 

BCF Burton-Cabrera-Frank model 

BFDH Bravais-Friedel-Donnay-Harker model 

B&S Birth and Spread model  

Cif Crystallographic information file 

警鯨傑激 Metastable zone width 

警激 Molecular weight 

RIG Rough Interface Growth model 

鯨経 Standard deviation 

に経 Two dimensional 
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